L15, 21 March: LLNL VisIT data import
1) Download Moodle/Week 10/VisIT: a sample BOV file for volume_bullet_p134_uint16.bin
The name of this downloaded file is “bullet_227_243_243_uint16.bov”.
a) Find an editor (NotePad?, TextEdit?) for this file.
b) Prepare to edit the first line “DATA_FILE: /Volumes/Sab-Data-1/t4581/wk10/volume_b...”
c) Find the path on your computer to “volume_bullet_p134_uint16.bin”
d) Update the first line with the path

Data file types:
HDF5 (*.h5), NetCDF, TIF (or TIFF), DICOM, ANALYZE, and raw binary (block of
bytes or block of values).
Matlab users: After version 7.3, Matlab can save *.mat files in HDF5 format.
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1) Download Moodle/Week 10/VisIT: a sample BOV file for volume_bullet_p134_uint16.bin
DATA_FILE: /Volumes/Sab-Data-1/t4581/wk10/volume_bullet_p134_uint16.bin
# The data size corresponds to NX,NY,NZ in the above example code.
DATA_SIZE: 227 243 243
# Allowable values for DATA_FORMAT are: BYTE, SHORT, INT, FLOAT, DOUBLE
DATA_FORMAT: SHORT
VARIABLE: bullet
# Endian representation of the computer that created the data.
signed integer-16
# Intel is LITTLE, many other processors are BIG.
Our data is unsigned.
DATA_ENDIAN: LITTLE
# Centering refers to how the data is distributed in a cell. If you
What kind of error will
# give zonal then its 1 data value per zone. Otherwise the data
# will be centered at the nodes.
CENTERING: zonal
# BRICK_ORIGIN lets you specify a new coordinate system origin for
# the mesh that will be created to suit your data.
BRICK_ORIGIN: 1 1 1
# BRICK_SIZE lets you specify the size of the brick.
BRICK_SIZE: 227 243 243

this cause?
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First, show the very high-intensity numbers. Looks ok at first.
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Second, show the low-intensity numbers. Problem: the propellant grains are supposed to be the
highest intensity voxels. The numbers above 215 were converted to negative values.
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Third, I tried converting to integer-32 in ImageJ and make a new *.bin file.
1) ImageJ/Image/Type/32-bit
2) File/Save As/raw data volume_bullet_p134_int32.bin
3) Then, tested the file with Image/Import/Raw Data and learned the file is now big endian.
DATA_FILE: /Volumes/Sab-Data-1/t4581/wk10/volume_bullet_p134_int32.bin
# The data size corresponds to NX,NY,NZ in the above example code.
DATA_SIZE: 227 243 243
# Allowable values for DATA_FORMAT are: BYTE, SHORT, INT, FLOAT, DOUBLE
DATA_FORMAT: INT
VARIABLE: bullet
# Endian representation of the computer that created the data.
# Intel is LITTLE, many other processors are BIG.
DATA_ENDIAN: BIG
# Centering refers to how the data is distributed in a cell. If you
# give zonal then its 1 data value per zone. Otherwise the data
# will be centered at the nodes.
CENTERING: zonal
# BRICK_ORIGIN lets you specify a new coordinate system origin for
# the mesh that will be created to suit your data.
BRICK_ORIGIN: 1 1 1
# BRICK_SIZE lets you specify the size of the brick.
BRICK_SIZE: 227 243 243
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Fourth, I tried 20,000 from the data in ImageJ and make a new *uint16_v2.bin file.
1) ImageJ/Process/Math/Subtract 20,000
2) File/Save As/raw data volume_bullet_p134_uint16_v2.bin
3) Then, tested the file with Image/Import/Raw Data and learned the file is now big endian.
DATA_FILE: /Volumes/Sab-Data-1/t4581/wk10/volume_bullet_p134_uint16_v2.bin
# The data size corresponds to NX,NY,NZ in the above example code.
DATA_SIZE: 227 243 243
# Allowable values for DATA_FORMAT are: BYTE, SHORT, INT, FLOAT, DOUBLE
DATA_FORMAT: SHORT
VARIABLE: bullet
# Endian representation of the computer that created the data.
# Intel is LITTLE, many other processors are BIG.
DATA_ENDIAN: BIG
# Centering refers to how the data is distributed in a cell. If you
# give zonal then its 1 data value per zone. Otherwise the data
# will be centered at the nodes.
CENTERING: zonal
# BRICK_ORIGIN lets you specify a new coordinate system origin for
# the mesh that will be created to suit your data.
BRICK_ORIGIN: 1 1 1
# BRICK_SIZE lets you specify the size of the brick.
BRICK_SIZE: 227 243 243
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Fifth, I tried creating an HDF5 file in ImageJ from the uint16 file
1) ImageJ/Plugins/HDF5/Save HDF5 as bullet_uint16.h5
2) dataset name is bullet-uint16
3) Then, tested the file with Image/Plugins/HDF5/Load HDF5
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Sixth, I tried creating an HDF5 file in ImageJ from 32-bit data
1) ImageJ/Image/Type/32-bit
2) ImageJ/Plugins/HDF5/Save HDF5 as bullet_uint16.h5
3) dataset name is bullet-int32
3) Then, tested the file with Image/Plugins/HDF5/Load HDF5
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http://www.hdfgroup.org/

HDFVIEW
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volume_bullet_p134.h5 (made with Mathematica)
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bullet_uint16.h5 (made with ImageJ)
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bullet_int32.h5 (made with ImageJ)
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Summary
VisIt raw file import supports signed integer.
VisIt HDF5 supports integer-32 bit.
VisIT and ImageJ make a nice exploration pair.

Now, let’s try the MAS_rotor.h5
1) import as *.h5 into VisIt
then,
2) convert *.h5 to int16 in ImageJ, save as *_int16.bin, and verify in ImageJ.
3) write a *.bov file to import this *_int16.bin file.
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